
Local Plan Youth Survey 2021

The Communities Team and Planning Team collaborated to undertake a 

youth survey on the impact of Covid-19 and the Lockdown, and to gain an 

understanding about how Young People felt about their environment, based 

on the Local Plan First Consultation Themes. 

The survey was in in two parts.  The first part asked question about where 

you live and how you feel about it.  The second part asked for creative ideas 

on how places should be designed and where they should be located, 

The survey was sent to secondary schools, Essex Boys and Girls Clubs, 

Saffron Walden Football Club, CSVU, Boys Brigade, Scout/Explorer groups 

and Guide/Ranger Groups, as well as being published on social media. 

97 people took part in part 1 and 17 people took part in part 2. Responses 

were received from all year groups, living across the district and including 

someone at University. 

The following shows the responses to the questions in Part 1



Seeing my friends and 
family

Attending youth 
clubs/community groups

Going to 
school/college/university/

work

Socialising, shopping 
going to the cinema

Other

What have you missed most during Covid 19 lock down period? 



Worried about the impact 
of cancelled exams

Worried about the 
catching up any school 

work that has been 
missed

Negative impact on my 
degree or other higher 

education course

Worried about job 
opportunities in the future

Other

What are your main concerns or worries relating to the impact of the Covid-19 
pandemic (please select any answers which most suit your situation)



What are the things you are most looking forward to doing once lockdown is over?



Are there any support services or activities that you would like to see developed or 
introduced in your local area that would improve the mental or physical health of young 

people?



Sports pitches

Tennis courts

Skatepark
GYM/sports hall

Playground

Outdoor gym

Other

What are the sports and recreation facilities in your local area?



Thinking about the previous question, tell us if they could be improved in anyway.



Easy

Quite easy

Okay

Difficult

Really hard

How easy is it for you to get to the places you need to access such as schools 
and shops?



All the time
All the time

All the time

All the time

Every now and then

Every now and then

Every now and then

Every now and then

Hardly ever

Hardly ever

Hardly ever
Hardly ever

Never
Never

Never Never
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How do you get about (tick all that apply)



What do you like about where you live?



Strong

High

Okay

Weak
None

Communities are made of up people of difference ages, household types and 
ethnic diversity.  

What do you think the sense of community spirit where you live is?



Thinking about the previous question (regarding community spirit), Please provide and example of why you think this is.Thinking about the previous question (regarding community spirit), Please provide and example of why you think this is.



Easy

Quite Easy

Okay
Difficult

How easy is it for you to access nature?



All the time

Every now and then

Hardly ever Never

How often do you access nature?



We know that being active is good for us. Please give an example of the sorts of things that you do to be active in your area



Do you think that where you live is a good place to grow up? Please give reasons for your answer



Part 2

Participants in the survey were invited to watch two short videos which highlight some ideas for 

how places should be designed and where they should be located.  

What is a ’15-minute city’? (YouTube)

VeloCity (Vimeo)

They were asked what they thought of these ideas, could they be applied to new and existing 

places near where they live or could they think of another way things could be done.  

Seventeen responses were received, of which nine creatively engaged with the task.  Below is 

a summary of the themes from the responses, including some quotes.



Many of the participants supported 

the idea of the 15-minute city and 

VeloCity.  They liked the idea of being 

able to reach places you wanted to 

go in a short walk or cycle ride, and 

they liked the idea of less cars on the 

roads.  There was strong support for 

new cycle paths and places for 

recreation and sport outside.  The 

affordability of housing was an issue 

identified in many of the responses, 

as was the need to have places 

where the community can come 

together.

“Along with this there should also 

be lots of trees and plants to help 

with the oxygen and to make it 

not look as boring and make it 

look colourful instead because 

nobody wants to live in a place 

that looks boring and dull.”

There was also support for planning more trees, providing 

wider pavements, new cycle lanes and public transport 

options and increasing the price of parking so as to 

discourage driving while providing alternatives.

“Apart from the Flitch way there 

are no other bridleways or cycle 

paths.  To better connect areas 

together cycle paths need to be 

built and also better public 

transport should be put in 

place.”



Pollution, the environment and the need for 

clean air came up in a number of the responses.  

This was linked to reducing car journeys and 

making it easier to access school, shops and 

other places.  Responses also mentioned the 

increase in home working during the pandemic, 

and that this was another way of reducing car 

journeys.

“Reducing the emissions and 

pollution in our atmosphere 

by finding healthier ways to 

get to school is a simple way 

leading us to a much 

healthier place to live for 

future generations and for the 

generation living today.”

One response made a strong argument that 

new housing should be designed so as to 

have less energy requirements and less of 

an impact on nature.

“If more houses are built … they should 

be (at least semi) eco-homes, so that we 

are protecting the environment, therefore 

having solar panels to generate solar 

electricity etc. Also existing ecosystems, 

for example ponds and shrubs, shouldn’t 

be destroyed in the process but rather 

homes should be built around them so 

we don’t destroy the wildlife.”



There was also a preference expressed to avoid building 

on fields and to go for brownfield land in the first instance.  

It was also thought that towns should be self-contained., 

and that development should be concentrated in towns.

Some were circumspect as to how far the principles of the 

15 minute city and VeloCity could be implemented locally, 

and improvements to public transport were promoted.

“…increased populations in 

villages should not been 

encouraged unless they are to 

become towns or “15 minute 

cities”. Sustainable living is the 

goal, which villages prevent.”

“Where I live … there isn’t much 

public transport infrastructure so 

banning cars would be 

impossible. The bus service near 

where I live could be improved -

with more frequent buses and 

lowered fares.”


